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Abstract. Implementing context-dependent behaviour of pervasive
computing applications puts a great burden on programmers: Devices
need to continuously adapt not only to their own context, but also to
the context of other devices they interact with. We present an approach
that modularises behavioural adaptations into roles. Role selection takes
the context of all the devices involved in an interaction into account,
ensures an unambiguous scope of adaptation even in the presence of
concurrency, and protects the privacy of the devices. Thus, our contextdependent role (CDR) model facilitates expressing interactions between
applications in diﬀerent, possibly conﬂicting contexts.
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Introduction

Context-awareness is commonly deﬁned as the ability of an application to perceive and dynamically adapt its behaviour to the surrounding environment [20].
This deﬁnition, however, only seems halfway correct, especially in the presence
of distribution. Context-dependent adaptations have particular eﬀects on the interactions between devices, and thus are more diﬃcult to coordinate in pervasive
computing systems.
Consider the scenario of the context-aware cellphone, in which a person attending an important meeting does not want to be disturbed by incoming calls.
Therefore, his cellphone should, for example, automatically signal incoming calls
in a discreet way only. The deﬁnition of context-awareness given above suﬃces
for this scenario since the cellphone may adapt its behaviour based on information inferred from its surroundings by means of sensors, like the user’s location.
However, assume further that this person has a relative who is currently in the
hospital, and that he wants to be sure that he does not miss any call from the
hospital although he is in an important meeting. The issue here is that he may
not know what is the phone number or even the identity of the person who
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would call him from the hospital. In this case, his cellphone cannot derive the
necessary information to decide the kind of signal required for such a special call.
The only information it can actually rely on is found in the context of the calling
device, which is the fact that the call originates from the hospital. Conversely, if
the adaptation were decided at the calling device, it would not only inhibit the
callee’s ability to discern the calls he wants to receive. It would probably even
conﬂict with the requirements at the callee’s phone, as the caller may not, and
probably should not, be aware of the callee’s context.
The scenario above reveals the problems of distribution for context-dependent
adaptations. First, the behavioural adaptation of a device (i.e. signalling calls
loud or discreetly) may not only depend on its own context (i.e. “user is in
meeting room”) but also on the context of all the participants of an interaction
(i.e. “call originates from the hospital”). Second, diﬀerent interactions require
adaptations that do not necessarily ﬁt together, such as the diﬀerent call signals
in the cellphone (i.e. loud and discreet signals cannot be combined). Last but
not least, external decisions of adaptations can be more vulnerable to context
changes and hamper the privacy of the devices.
We propose a role-based object-oriented programming model, called the
context-dependent role (CDR) model, to facilitate the development of contextdependent adaptations in mobile distributed systems. In this model, (1) roles
represent the diﬀerent behavioural adaptations a software application can dynamically adopt according to the context, (2) an application autonomously decides on an appropriate role based on the context of all the participants, and (3)
an adaptation is strictly delimited by the scope of an interaction.
We validate the CDR model by implementing it as an extension to AmbientTalk [16], a programming language especially designed for pervasive computing applications. We use this extension for implementing the scenario of the
context-aware cellphone described above.

2

Context-Dependent Adaptations in Mobile Distributed
Systems

We now brieﬂy discuss the main properties of context-dependent adaptations in
pervasive computing environments to later introduce the speciﬁc requirements of
distribution for such adaptations. We derive these requirements from the analysis
of the scenario of the context-aware cellphone.
Since we focus on context-dependent adaptations in this paper, we do not
explicitly deal with the context acquisition, i.e. the way in which software systems obtain information from their surroundings. We rather assume that every
application has the necessary support to derive unambiguous context information from potentially unreliable low-level sensor data, like the Context Toolkit
framework [24]. We also require that all participants in a mobile distributed system agree on a common representation of the particular context information of
interest, like for example the ontology introduced in [22].
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Context-Dependent Adaptations

A context-aware application has to be able to deal with dynamic changes that
often lack any periodicity or predictability. The presence of unexpected context
changes may lead us to additionally presume that adaptations have to be applied
at arbitrary unanticipated points in time. However, adaptations do not necessarily have to happen right after a context change. The context-aware cellphone,
for instance, needs to adapt signalling calls only when receiving an incoming
call, not necessarily when the user enters the meeting room. This means that an
adaptation has a delimited scope of action: The adaptation is only required for
a speciﬁc operation (e.g. a method execution in an object-oriented system) and
thus its impact can be limited to the execution of this operation.
In most cases, a context-dependent adaptation aﬀects only parts of the program. The example of the context-aware cellphone illustrates this partial adaptation of behaviour: The adaptation required in this scenario involves exclusively
the signals for incoming calls, but leaves other functionality intact. An important
requirement for using partial adaptations is that the resulting behaviour of the
application should be a consistent composition of its default behaviour and the
adaptations.
The dependency of the application behaviour on its context does not imply
that the code required to reason about the context should get entangled with the
rest of the application program. Reasoning about the context inside of the program would lead to undesirable situations such as scattered context-dependent
if-statements, resulting in cluttered code that is hard to maintain [12]. Contextdependent adaptations, as well as the reasoning process that they require, should
be modularised to avoid their entanglement and scattering in the program.
To summarise, context-dependent adaptations:
– occur dynamically, with arbitrary frequency, and within a delimited
scope of action.
– generally aﬀect only part of the program. In this case a consistent composition with the rest of the program should be ensured.
– should be modularised in such a way that they do not get entangled with
the base program.
2.2

Distribution Conditions for Context-Dependent Adaptations

In this section, we analyse the implications for context-dependent adaptations
of the distributed nature of pervasive computing environments.
Multiple Inﬂuence of Context. The context is not a monolithic and homogeneous set of information for all the participants of a pervasive computing system.
It can vary with time and from one device to another. This variability implies
that applications might be interacting with others in completely diﬀerent contexts. The question concerning our focus on context-dependent adaptations is
thus how this context heterogeneity may inﬂuence the behavioural adaptations
of such applications. In the scenario of the context-aware cellphone, for instance,
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we observe that the behavioural adaptation on the user’s cellphone is not only
inﬂuenced by its location, but also by the location of the calling device.
Conﬂicting Adaptations. The problem of conﬂicting adaptations stems from
applications that may be involved in several interactions with diﬀerent remote
applications at the same time. Since presumably these interactions require also
diﬀerent adaptations, there is a high probability that applications end up with
adaptations that conﬂict with each other. The context-aware cellphone, for example, cannot adopt two diﬀerent call signals at the same time, even if the
signals are the appropriate adaptations for two diﬀerent incoming calls. Part of
this problem is directly related to the natural concurrency of the mobile devices.
Therefore, adaptations must be circumscribed to a delimited scope of action that
is unambiguous even in the presence of concurrent interactions.
Privacy Issues. In a distributed system, the decision whether and how to
adapt its components can be made at diﬀerent physical locations. In pervasive
computing systems, however, this condition may raise privacy issues. A contextdependent adaptation decided in a diﬀerent device from the one aﬀected by the
adaptation is neither always possible nor always desirable for the users of mobile
devices. In the scenario of the context-aware cellphone, for instance, if the caller
could decide that the callee’s cellphone should be switched to loud signalling
mode, the person at the meeting would lose the possibility to discern the calls
he wants to receive.
The same argument can be used to rule out centralised adaptation and decision schemes, developed to coordinate the adaptations of collaborative applications [11,9]. If such a cooperation scheme is required, it should also take into
account the privacy of each device involved in a common task. We call this the
non-intrusiveness principle.
Summary. The distribution requirements for context-dependent adaptations
introduced in this section are listed below.
– The behavioural adaptation of an application may depend on multiple contexts, especially in the case of interactions with other applications.
– Context-dependent adaptations should be circumscribed to a delimited
scope of action, in a way that is consistent with concurrency to avoid
conﬂicting adaptations.
– Context-dependent adaptations should comply with the non-intrusiveness
principle to preserve the privacy of mobile applications. This principle is also
valid for cooperation schemes of adaptations.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing middleware or programming language oﬀers a solution to deal with all of the properties and which satisﬁes all
distribution requirements for context-dependent adaptations presented in this
section. We further discuss the related work in Section 5.
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The Context-Dependent Role (CDR) Model

To address the requirements discussed in the previous section, we now introduce the CDR model for context-dependent adaptations in mobile distributed
systems. It extends the actor model [1] of concurrency and distribution with the
notion of context-dependent roles. In this section, we describe the semantics for
creating, selecting, and adopting context-dependent roles.
We use the context-aware cellphone application identiﬁed in this paper to
illustrate the diﬀerent components of our model. We implement this application
in AmbientTalk [16], an actor-based programming language especially designed
for pervasive computing in which we have developed our model. For the sake
of conciseness, we do not present an in-depth discussion of AmbientTalk itself.
Instead, we introduce speciﬁc features as necessary in the course of this section
and refer the reader to dedicated publications [14,15] for more information about
this language.
3.1

Flexible Composition of Behavioural Adaptations

In the CDR model, a context-aware application is represented as an actor whose
behaviour encapsulates the default functionality of the application and all of its
context-dependent adaptations. The default behaviour and the adaptations are
modelled as objects and organised in a delegation hierarchy. Such a hierarchical
delegation structure, originally presented in [21], enables the adaptations to extend the default behaviour of the application – placed at the root of the hierarchy
– or any other more general adaptation situated higher up the delegation tree.
Figure 1 shows the behaviour of the actor that implements the context-aware
cellphone application, speciﬁcally its feature to receive incoming calls.
In a delegation hierarchy, an object can either override or share behaviour
with its parent. This is especially beneﬁcial for modelling partial adaptations.
In the context-aware cellphone, for instance, the loud and discreet adaptation
objects each have a specialised implementation of the signal method, while
they share the behaviour of the call method, which is deﬁned in the default

general
call(n)
signal()

as(loud) signal()

loud
signal()

discreet
signal()

signal()

signal()

signal()

signal()

family

friends

forwarder

notifier

Fig. 1. Context-dependent behaviour of the cellphone actor
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behaviour (the general object). At the same time, the delegation semantics
ensures a consistent interaction between objects that delegate to each other [21].
The following listing presents a deﬁnition of the behaviour of the context-aware
cellphone actor:
contextCellphone: contextActor({
general: object({
signal():: {
playTone("normal-tone")
};
playTone(tone):: {...};
blinkLights():: {...};
...
});
loud: extend(general,{
signal():: {
playTone("noisy-tone");
blinkLights()}
});
discreet: extend(general,{
signal():: {blinkLights()}
});
...
})

Diﬀerent from normal AmbientTalk actors, whose behaviour is represented by
a unique object, actors in our model (created using the dedicated contextActor
construct) contain multiple behaviour objects. In the code above, the adaptations
of the cellphone actor are represented by the discreet and loud objects which
extend the general object, overriding the signal method.
3.2

Dynamic Adaptation Based on Roles

In the CDR model, the behaviour objects cannot receive messages directly because these objects correspond to the internal state of an actor and, as such,
they should only be accessed by the actor. Instead, actors receive messages and
respond to them by ﬁrst selecting the appropriate role and then executing the
corresponding method in the adaptation object of that role. The adaptation required by a role-speciﬁc message not only involves the object that denotes this
role, but also its delegation chain. In the context-aware cellphone, for example,
if the loud role is speciﬁed in an incoming message, the application will respond
according to the delegation chain composed of the loud and general objects
(marked by the dotted line in Figure 1).
3.3

Context-Dependent Role Selection

The selection of which role an actor has to adopt to respond to a message is a
decision made autonomously by the actor receiving the message but based on
the context of both the message sender and receiver. This means that the sender
must not indicate the role required for the message execution but rather passes
part of its own context information along with the message. The part of the
context included in the message is autonomously chosen by the message sending
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Fig. 2. Context-dependent role selection

actor (discussed later in Section 3.5). Figure 2 illustrates the context-dependent
role selection process in the scenario of the context-aware cellphone.
The role selection process is supported by a dedicated entity within the actor,
called the context-dependent role selector. This role selector is a logic reasoning
engine that takes as input the context information of the sender and receiver,
together with programmer-deﬁned rules that describe under which conditions
a given role can be selected for an incoming message. The output, then, corresponds to the message provided with the role that is most appropriate for the
context conditions.
The advantage of designing the role selector as a logic engine is that it oﬀers
the developer the expressiveness of the logic programming paradigm. Using a
logic programming language, the developer can declaratively specify when a
role is applicable, rather than having to specify imperatively when roles become
active or inactive by tracking changes in the context.
The rules that the role selector uses to decide on a role have the following
structure:
role aRole for receiver, message if
condition1 & ... & conditionN

The role selector chooses the role indicated in the head of a rule only if all
its conditions are accomplished. The information that these conditions require is
retrieved from the logic variables receiver and message, which are bound to the
receiver actor and the message respectively. For instance, we add the following
rule to the deﬁnition of the context-aware cellphone actor presented in Section
3.1 (by using the addRule primitive), indicating that this actor should adopt the
discreet role when it is at the meeting room:
contextCellphone: contextActor({
general: object({ ... });
discreet: extend(general,{ ... });
...
// Don’t signal calls at the meeting room.
addRule({role discreet for receiver, message if
receiver.getContext("location") = "meeting-room"})
})
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There can be cases where more than one rule matches the context conditions
of the receiver and the message that was sent. It means that several roles could
be adopted for the same message execution. In our model, however, actors can
adopt only one role at the same time, and for this reason, the rules in the contextdependent role selector have a priority order. Only the role that corresponds to
the rule with the highest priority is returned as a result. This is the way, for
instance, in which the context-aware cellphone application can determine that,
although it is in the meeting room, the calls from the hospital should be signalled
loudly. In this case, the programmer should add an extra rule for such a new
condition with a higher priority than the rule about the receiver in the meeting
room described above. The new rule looks as follows:
// Signal the calls from the hospital loud.
addRule({role loud for receiver, message if
message.getContext("location") = "hospital"});

In the current implementation of the CDR model, the priority of the rules is
determined by the order in which they are deﬁned in the actor, as in the Prolog
logic programming language (in Section 4, we propose some alternatives to this
basic way of deﬁning priorities). Conversely, it could be that none of the rules
matches the current sender’s and receiver’s context. For this speciﬁc case we have
deﬁned a default rule without any condition that returns the role corresponding
to the default behaviour of the application (the general role).
3.4

Delimited Scope of Adaptations

A behavioural adaptation is delimited by the scope of the execution of a message,
which means that an actor adopts the role indicated in a message exclusively
to process that message. This delimited scope is ensured by the asynchronous
message passing mechanism of actors [2] which explicitly separates the message
reception from the message execution by using a message queue. This separation
enables the actor to adapt its behaviour to individual messages without the risk
of aﬀecting or being aﬀected by the adaptations required for other message executions. This separation also enables actors to include the context-dependent role
selection as an extra step between the reception and the execution of a message.
Figure 3 illustrates the actor with all its components: the context-dependent
behaviour, the context-dependent role selector, and the message queue.
Within the scope of the message execution, we can ﬁnd other information in
addition to the sender and receiver’s contexts. The receiver’s state and the message itself are also part of the context of the communication and hence they can
also be used in the deﬁnition of the rules and the methods. For instance, assume
that the user in the meeting room wants to send back an explanation about why
he is not answering the call to all the callers that have an entry in his address
book. We deﬁne a caller to be a buddy if the caller corresponds to an entry in
the user’s address book. So then the rule would also be implemented in terms
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Fig. 3. The implementation of the CDR model in AmbientTalk

of the “inAddressBook” method. The implementation of such a requirement in
the actor is as follows:
contextCellphone: contextActor({
...
notifier:: extend(discreet,{
signal():: {
buddy: getContact(thisMessage.getContext("name"));
// Send the explanation in a text message.
buddy<-receiveText("I’m in a meeting until 11:30");
// Use the signal method defined in the discreet role
// (the parent of this role).
super.signal()}
});

// Notify only to my buddies that I am in a meeting.
addRule({role notifier for receiver, message if
receiver.getContext("location") = "meeting-room" &
senderName: message.getContext("name") &
receiver.inAddressBook(senderName)});
...
})

We beneﬁt from the visibility of the information contained in the message
(accessed via the pseudovariable thisMessage) in the implementation of the
notifier role to reply to the message.
3.5

Context Selection

The CDR model preserves the privacy of the receiver actor by allowing it to
autonomously decide its adaptations. To also protect the privacy of the message
sender we should enable this actor to autonomously select the context that it
sends to the message receiver. We introduce context references for this purpose.
A context reference is a dedicated proxy for a remote actor, whose main responsibility is to get sender’s context information and include it in the message sent
to the remote actor. Figure 3 illustrates the place of the context reference in the
interaction between the two context-aware cellphone applications.
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The following listing shows the use of a context reference in the implementation of the context-aware cellphone application, now at the calling device:
contextCellphone: contextActor({
general: object({
addressBook : makeHashmap();
addContact(nickname,visibleCtx):: {
addressBook.put(nickname,makeContextRef(nickname, visibleCtx))
};
callContact(nickname):: {
buddy: getContact(nickname);
buddy<-signal()
};
... };
... })

A context reference is deﬁned using the makeContextRef construct. Its deﬁnition comprises the identiﬁcation of the remote actor1 (represented by the
nickname of the cellphone’s user in our example), and the context accessible for
the reference. Similar to the context-dependent role selector presented in Section 3.3, a context reference enables developers to declaratively specify the part
of the context that will be sent to the remote actor. Using the implementation
above, for instance, the cellphone’s user can add a contact to his address book
and reveal his location only during working hours, as follows:
contextCellphone<-addContact("Tom",
{addRule({send location of sender if
time: sender.getContext("time") &
time > 8.00 & time < 17.00})})

The information that the conditions of the rules for the context reference require, is retrieved from the logic variable sender which is bound to the sender
actor2 . These rules are evaluated each time the sender actor sends a message
through the context reference. The context reference takes into account the context information indicated in the head of all the rules that accomplish their
conditions. If none of the rules succeeds, the context reference does not add any
context information to the message.
Another beneﬁt of the context references is that they enable the sender actor
to abstract from the passing of the context required in the CDR model. This
means that programmers do not have to manually include the context information whenever they send messages (e.g. see the signal message sent inside the
call method). The inclusion of the context information occurs transparently in
the context reference. At the same time, a context reference is a central place
for conﬁguring what context information to expose to the remote actor.

4

Discussion and Future Work

In summary, in the CDR model: an actor encapsulates a delegation hierarchy
composed of a default behaviour and its diﬀerent context-dependent adaptations,
1

2

In AmbientTalk such identiﬁcation corresponds to an intensional description of
the service provided by the actor in terms of its properties [16].
We do not consider the receiver for these rules at this stage. In Section 4, we
discuss some extensions to this context selection process.
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all of them represented as roles; actors respond to messages by ﬁrst selecting the
appropriate role and then executing the corresponding method in the adaptation object of that role; the role required for the execution of a message is
autonomously selected by the actor that receives the message, using the contextdependent role selector and based on the context of both the sender and receiver
of the message; adaptations have a delimited scope of action which is deﬁned by
the execution of a message; and a context reference enables the message sender
to be aware of the part of the context exposed to the message receiver.
This model accomplishes the properties of context-dependent adaptations
identiﬁed in Section 2.1 as follows:
Dynamic adaptations. Dynamic adaptations of behaviour occur transparently for the programmer as a result of the selection of a context-dependent
role. This role indicates the behavioural adaptation (object) to which the
actor has to address the message.
Delimited scope. Behavioural adaptations are only active within the scope of
a message execution. This means that an actor only adopts a certain role to
process a single message.
Consistent composition. The composition of behavioural adaptations is deﬁned by the delegation hierarchy. This hierarchy is a ﬂexible structure in
which the adaptations can specialise and consistently share behaviour.
Modularisation. Behavioural adaptations in this model are modular since they
are encapsulated in objects whose only interaction with the other adaptations
is regulated by the semantics of the delegation mechanism. The context
reasoning is also concentrated in a single entity called the context-dependent
role selector.
The CDR model also copes with the distribution requirements presented in
Section 2.2:
Multiple context inﬂuence. This model takes the context of all the entities
involved in a common task explicitly into account. The execution of a message does not only depend on the application that receives the message (its
context and state), but also on the context information of the message sender
that is passed along with the message.
Delimited scope and concurrency. Actors communicate by asynchronous
message passing which enables them to adapt their behaviour to a message
without conﬂicting with other interactions.
Non-intrusiveness. An actor autonomously decides on the role that it will
adopt to process a certain incoming message. This decision is made by its
context-dependent role selector. The actor that sends the message also decides autonomously the context information that is passed along with the
message.
Although the CDR model can help in tackling some of the challenges for
context-dependent adaptations faced in pervasive computing, a number of challenging issues needs to be further explored. For instance, in this model the default
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behaviour of a context-aware application is represented as a single object. We
are currently investigating an extension to this model that enables programmers
to also deal with application behaviours composed of multiple objects. The roles
of an application, in this case, do not represent the adaptations of one object but
rather modules of adaptations for several objects. The essence of these modules
of adaptation can be found in the notions of class families in CaesarJ [3], classboxes [6], or layers in ContextL [12]. So far, none of these approaches provide
support to deal with pervasive computing systems.
In this paper, we illustrate the beneﬁts of delimiting the scope of an adaptation
to the execution of one message. We are currently also investigating how the
adaptation scope needs to be propagated in case of having interactions that
involve more than one message.
We also propose in this work the use of a delegation hierarchy to model compositions of context-dependent adaptations. In this structure, the adaptations
have a predeﬁned location which gives clarity to the behaviour composition, but
at the same time restricts the possibilities of adaptations to those denoted by
the delegation chains in the hierarchy. A possible alternative to this delegation
hierarchy is to have a set of unwired behavioural adaptations, similar to mixins
[8] or traits [26], which can be dynamically composed whenever they are used.
In the logic reasoning process of context-dependent role selection, we need
to ensure that only one role is chosen. For this reason, we establish priorities
between the rules that in the current implementation of the CDR model rely on
their order of deﬁnition. We are currently exploring Choice Logic [29], Ordered
Logic [19] and dynamic preferences in Extended Logic programming [10], as more
expressive and dynamic ways of deﬁning priorities.
In the CDR model, we deﬁne context references as the entities that centralise
the context selection process at the message sender’s device. A context reference
decides the part of the context that is sent to the message receiver based on the
sender’s context conditions. We are currently working on an extension that also
considers the message receiver in the context selection process, e.g. to reason
about the context conditions of the receiver or to enable it to prompt the sender
for speciﬁc pieces of context.
Finally, we are exploring diﬀerent ways of optimising the logic reasoning
process required in the CDR model (context and role selection). We investigate some techniques for caching information [18] and therefore avoiding the
recalculation of the role in every message reception.

5

Related Work

Context-Aware Frameworks. There is a huge amount of research on frameworks that support the development and deployment of context-aware systems
like WildCAT [13], ContextToolkit [25] or Java Context Awareness Framework
[5]. The aim of these frameworks is to provide a generic programming infrastructure that deals with common functionalities like uniform interfaces to access sensor data, event-based system to signal context changes, and reasoning mechanism
to aggregate context information. Context-aware frameworks are useful for both
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pro-active and reactive systems. In the former case, callback methods are used,
as part of an event-driven system, to automatically invoke some behaviour in
response to relevant context changes. Additionally, framework solutions also provide the ability to query for actual context information such that reactive systems
can adopt their behaviour accordingly. Developers have to rely on traditional dispatching constructs like conditional statements or polymorphism to establish the
behavioural adaptation. As soon as context-dependent behaviour appears to be
the rule rather than the exception, these language constructs become unmanageable. We therefore argue that context-aware frameworks and our role-based
model are actually complementary. Whereas the framework solutions provide
the required functionalities to develop context-aware systems, our role-based
programming model focuses on how context-dependent adaptations can be decently modelled inside of software systems. The synergy between both proposals
supports the development of pervasive systems.
The CORTEX [27] is a middleware architecture that exploits the sentient
object paradigm: so-called sentient objects receive events as input (from other
sentient objects or sensors), process the events by means of an inference engine and generate further events as output. The communication between sentient objects happens asynchronously via an event layer which hides the
network and the transformation process of real-world events. Although our model
incorporates concepts that also appear in CORTEX, like asynchronous communication and a reasoning system, both approaches address diﬀerent application domains. The sentient object model of CORTEX is intended for pro-active
context-aware systems that autonomously invoke some action in response to relevant context changes. In contrast, our model deals with reactive systems. That
is, upon the reception of a message, the behaviour of the most appropriate role is
executed.
Actors in Open Distributed and Pervasive Systems. There exists a number of research proposals that extend the actor model to address the software
development issues found in open distributed and pervasive environments. Although so far these approaches do not directly deal with context-dependent behavioural adaptations, some of their coordination and adaptation mechanisms
may be useful for developing context-aware applications. SALSA [28], for instance, is an actor-based programming language designed for internet and grid
computing. This language enables application’s adaptation by means of reﬂection. The basic operations of the actors (communication and message processing)
can be freely manipulated at the meta-level of SALSA. These reﬂective capabilities are mainly used to fulﬁl a set of default policies like resource proﬁling,
secure communication and coordination, but new policies can also be deﬁned.
ARC [23] is a role-based coordination model for open, distributed and embedded systems. This model also uses a meta-level but in this case to map quality
of service (QoS) requirements to coordination constraints. These constraints are
transparently imposed to the actors through message manipulation. Unlike roles
in the CDR model, roles in the ARC model are totally independent entities
(meta-actors) that provide abstractions for actor functional behaviours and that
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can be shared by multiple actors. The local coordination between actors is conducted by the roles whereas the distributed coordination is conducted by other
meta-actors called coordinators.
Models of Composition and Conditional Selection of Behaviour. The
CDR model also shares a number of properties with some object models of composition and conditional behaviour selection. Split objects [4] is a programming
model that uses the delegation mechanism of prototype-based languages for role
modelling. Similar to an actor in the CDR model, a split object encapsulates a
collection of objects structured in a delegation hierarchy that hold part of the
description of the split object (state and behaviour) and represent the diﬀerent
roles the split object can adopt to respond to a message. The diﬀerence with the
actor is that the split object does require that the messages sent to it indicate a
role. This means that the split object cannot autonomously decide its adaptation
which contradicts the non-intrusiveness principle deﬁned in Section 2.2.
Composition ﬁlters [7] is a composition model that enables programmers to
modify the behaviour of object-based components through the manipulation of
incoming and outgoing messages. As in the CDR model, object behaviours are
fully encapsulated, and the behavioural adaptations are exclusively performed
inside the component (by using ﬁlters).
Predicate dispatching [17] generalises a diversity of method dispatching proposals into a uniﬁed theory of dispatch. This is established by permitting arbitrary predicates to control the applicability of methods. The authors paid special
attention to static typechecking to ensure that there always exists a single mostspeciﬁc method. Our model can be regarded as a speciﬁc application of predicate
dispatch in which predicates are associated with roles.

6

Conclusion

Within the domain of pervasive computing, we focus on the capacity of software applications to adapt to their dynamically reconﬁgurable environments.
We describe a number of properties for context-dependent adaptations and then
establish some speciﬁc requirements of distribution for such adaptations, derived
from the analysis of a concrete scenario of context-aware cellphone applications.
We observe that context-dependent adaptations occur dynamically and within a
delimited scope of action. In addition, these adaptations should be consistently
combined with the default behaviour of the application, and clearly modularised
to avoid the entanglement between the adaptations and the application behaviour. To cope with the eﬀects of distribution on context-dependent adaptations,
an adaptation should take into account the context of all the applications involved in an interaction, have an unambiguous scope of action even in the presence of concurrent interactions, and ﬁnally protect the privacy of the interacting
applications.

The Context-Dependent Role Model
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In this paper, we propose the context-dependent model to deal with the properties and distribution requirements described above. In this model, contextaware applications are represented as actors provided with a set of behavioural
adaptations organised in a delegation hierarchy. Each adaptation is represented
as a role that an actor can adopt to respond to a message. The actor autonomously selects a role for each message based on the context of the message
sender and receiver. The context information of the sender that is used for this
selection, is passed along with the message and is also autonomously chosen by
the sender.
Currently, we are investigating diﬀerent extensions of our model, like increasing the units of adaptations, making more ﬂexible composition structures of
adaptations, propagating the adaptation scope for multiple-actor interactions,
and enhancing the expressiveness and eﬃciency of the context and role selection
process.
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